
an upcoming documentary release, directed by corey fuimaono

Summary

National news headlines surround the largest power user and driving force of the 

Southland regional economy of the last 40 years – the Tiwai Point Smelter.  Though 

with the health and safety, let alone environmental, ramifications of running such a 

plant, would workers find themselves with the problem of doing their work whilst 

possibly harming their own state of health, or the state of the environment? 

This film will follow the human stories of those who work and had worked at the 

smelter and ismelter and investigate how it relates to the historical story of the plant, as well as 

placing in context – pertaining to the plant’s current state of affairs.

Format, Genre + Audience

Smelter is envisioned in being a 23 minute documentary, flexible in delivery to

targeted audiences as it will be suitable for release on television, festival circuit and

even online (whether it goes under a particular VOD service or freely on YouTube).

It must be noted that the project, at this stage, can be further worked upon in 2017,

thus the duration of the final product may be longer.

The target audience is a broad and wide selection of the New Zealand public.

SpeciSpecifically, 25 to 50 year old Males and Females. Talking from a geographically

targeting point of view, I plan that this documentary will be targeted to a more

national audience, rather than just a regional one. 

Outcomes for Project (After continued development in 2017)

At this stage, I’m planning for the film to be submitted into both the New Zealand

International Film Festival as well as the DocEdge Festival - which also runs around

the country (though only in main city centers). More thought will be given to the idea

of releasing the film around the festival circuit across the ditch in Australia.

After that, I will attempt in approaching different networks/firms to see if there is 

interest in distributing the documentary for a more general release through television

or online (or online (VOD). If this distribution idea doesn’t work, then I will look into releasing

the documentary independently.

Upon completion, Smelter will be my primary piece of work in my Show reel, as a

major project that would have tested my skills as a filmmaker. 
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Goals after Graduation / Short-term Career:

After graduating from SIT, I plan on moving back to my hometown of Porirua, where

I may have oppertunities to work within a Media Outlet/Production Company that

produce documentaries and other creative works where my skills can effectively do

the job, whilst also gaining ground within the local industry.  

This includes workplaces like Radio New Zealand, where its becoming more apparent

that the outlet is introducing more digital platforms - requiring people that have skills

that I hthat I have. Production companies, like Gibson Group, also come into play - where they

work on both documentary/reality tv projects. 

Many, if not most, of these oppertunities will be based in Wellington.

Craft Skills, used in Project, throughout Production


